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This book is present-day reality. I believe this alone is an

excellent reason for it to exist.

– YANAGITA KUNIO1

Though it always refers to single agents [agents], literature is a

collective assemblage [agencement] of enunciation.

– GILLES DELEUZE (1925–1995)2

Yanagita’s preface to his now-famous 1910 book, Tōno monogatari �⇥⇤
⌅ �(hereafter Tales of Tōno), argues that the text is a self-evident

representation of “reality.” The most obvious reality to which Tales of Tōno

refers, of course, is the city of Tōno itself. Yanagita’s source for the tales

was Sasaki Kizen ⇧⌃⌥� �(or Kyōseki⌦↵, 1886–1933), a Tōno native
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living in Tokyo as a university student and an aspiring writer. Having

interviewed the young man a number of times and been impressed by his

tales, Yanagita traveled to Tōno in August of 1909 to familiarize himself

with the area. Tales of Tōno, Yanagita’s self-published volume of short

tales, local legend and folk song, was the eventual product of this

acquaintance and visit, and constituted a dramatic rewriting of Sasaki’s

“original” stories.3 This essay concerns itself with this act of what I term

“translation,” which yielded a text far less transparent than Yanagita

pretends. Indeed, the literary “reality” Yanagita offers in Tales of Tōno is

actually a carefully created aesthetic construct intended to include the reader

in the “foreign” worldview presented therein. At the same time, Tales of

Tōno also demonstrates how Yanagita became a writer committed to

replacing the individual agency commonly associated with modern

authorship with a narrative voice that could speak just as expressively to,

and for, a “collective” assemblage.

Tales of Tōno evolved through several stages, now well known to

scholars of the work.4 Written in a spare, classical literary style (bungotai �
⌅�) quite unlike the northern Tōno dialect in which Sasaki told his tales,5

and different as well from the genbun itchi ��✏⇣ vernacular then being

employed increasingly for fiction, the slim Tales of Tōno volume ranges

over local legends, personal anecdotes, historical trivia, landscape

descriptions, and other observations pertaining to the cultural geography of

Tōno. The 119 short tales, many of them fragments, are numbered and

sometimes annotated and illustrated. Preceding them are the preface quoted

above, in which Yanagita briefly recounts his own visit to Tōno and why he

thinks the tales are valuable enough to record. In the context of the prose

fiction that was then gaining popularity among Yanagita’s literary peers,

termed “realist” and oriented toward biography or autobiography, the lack of

a sustained narrative or identifiable characters in Tales of Tōno is obviously

unconventional. As Yanagita himself notes in the preface, the book was

“nothing like the current literary fashion.”6

Many have acknowledged the text’s literary quality, but given its

distinctive form and content, it is perhaps unsurprising that Tales of Tōno

has long been read as a founding text of minzokugaku (folk studies) rather

than as a literary work. Its status as a pioneering example of folklore study
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has obscured the literary context in which Tales of Tōno initially appeared,

as well as its textual properties. This essay examines how Yanagita, a critic

of contemporary developments in written literary style, (re)wrote Tales of

Tōno as a challenge to the conceptions of narrative realism championed by

his Naturalist peers. Like the more canonized literary products of early 20th

century Japan, this supposed textual oddity, with its distinctive style,

content, and narrative stance, reflects a conscious search for a “reality”

worth writing about and an authentic manner for conveying it. By rereading

Tales of Tōno in light of Yanagita’s extensive involvement with the late

Meiji literary community, this essay will show how Tales of Tōno is both a

collection of folklore and a radical attempt to translate it into a modern

literary idiom.

Tales of Tōno and the “Birth” of Folk Studies

Any effort to read Tales of Tōno closely, however, must first engage with its

deeply rooted status as a foundational folk studies text. A comment by the

writer Masamune Hakuchō ⌘✓◆ (1879–1962), who knew Yanagita

from his early literary days, encapsulates this conventional view.

Reminiscing in 1948, Hakuchō observed that Yanagita’s career as a folk

studies scholar “probably started from this collection of stories.”7 Read this

way, it is typically grouped with other collaborative and folk studies-

oriented projects Yanagita produced at around the same time: Nochi no

karikotoba no ki ��⌫⇠ (Additional Notes on Hunting Terms, 1909) and

Ishigami mondō ↵⇡⇢� (Discussions About Carved Stone Deities, 1910).

The former is a discussion of hunting lore in Shiiba ⌧� village (Miyazaki

prefecture) which draws on medieval scrolls, local legend, and other textual

or oral sources. It is best described as a collection of observations and

analyses coauthored by Yanagita and the Shiiba village headman, Nakase

Sunao � �   (1864–1950). Ishigami mondō is an epistolary exchange

between Yanagita and several other figures (including Tales of Tōno

informant Sasaki Kizen) on the etymological and religious meanings of the

stone deities traditionally found by the side of Japanese roads. Seen in this
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context, Tales of Tōno is clearly part of Yanagita’s burgeoning interest in

Japanese folkways and his desire to mobilize others in its study.

When Tales of Tōno appeared in 1910, however, Yanagita was a thirty-

five-year-old bureaucrat with the Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce

who had yet to establish his reputation as a folklore scholar, and the term

minzokugaku did not exist. The folk studies reading of Tales of Tōno

became entrenched only in 1935, the year Yanagita turned sixty, with the

publication of a commemorative expanded edition. Tōno monogatari:

Zōhoban �⇥⇤⌅!"#$�(Tales of Tōno: Expanded Edition) preserves

the form of the original Tales of Tōno but adds a further 299 tales—entitled

Tōno monogatari shūi �⇥⇤⌅%& (Further Tales of Tōno)—written in

the vernacular, again compiled with the help of Sasaki. As Marilyn Ivy

succinctly notes, Tales of Tōno “must be grasped as two publications across

which the birth of nativist ethnology [i.e. folk studies] took place.”8 The

publication of this second edition coincided with the release of several

seminal texts that are commonly accepted as marking the inauguration of

folk studies’ official history. This flurry of self-definition, and its new

altered and expanded shape, assigned Tales of Tōno a heightened

significance as an exemplar of the new disciplinary category. Yanagita’s

claim in the preface that the tales represent “present-day reality” contributed

to the assumption that Tales of Tōno was a pioneering fact-based folk study,

with the author functioning as an invisible translator, i.e. an objective

observer/recorder.

Tales of Tōno’s position as a folk studies text has been reinforced not

only by the prevailing narrative on the founding of folk studies, but also by

the parallel story of Yanagita’s youthful love affair with and subsequent

rejection of literature—a story Yanagita himself encouraged. The tale begins

with the young Kunio, still a Matsuoka '(, being befriended during the

1890s by the future Naturalist author Tayama Katai )*+,�(1871–1930).

In later life Katai described Kunio as he was then: a passionate idealist, a

frequent customer in the foreign literature section of the Maruzen bookstore,

and a good-looking young man who “thrilled people with his characteristic

eloquence.”9 Described in every biographical account as a typical bungaku

seinen �-./�(literary youth), Kunio was a published poet of both

traditional tanka and new-style shintaishi 0 � 1,10 an avid reader of
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Western literature; a central member of the Ryūdokai 234, an influential

literary society;11 and the cofounder of the Ibusen-kai 56784 (Ibsen

Club), which met from 1907 to 1908. He was an active participant in the

literary community, and a key source of materials to be transformed into

novels.12

But by 1910, the no-longer-youthful Yanagita seemed fed up with the

literary community. His enrollment in Tokyo Imperial University’s Law and

Politics Department in 1897 and his decision to major in agricultural

administration were the beginning of a turn away from the literary interests

of his teenage years. Already a low-ranking bureaucrat with the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce, in 1909 he admitted in a journal article that his

career left little time for literature.13 Lack of leisure was one thing, but

Kobayashi Ichirō 9:✏; comments that Yanagita also had a problem

with the limited personal perspective chosen by his literary peers who, in his

words, simply “wrote down what [they] had just experienced.” What

Yanagita understood as an unhealthy obsession with the self, Kobayashi

argues, spurred him to “discard ‘literature’ and move toward folk studies.”14

Citing various depictions of Yanagita in his colleagues’ works, critics

who describe Yanagita’s turn away from literature also point to his

increasing doubt that literature was an honest and meaningful way of

engaging with real issues. Masamune Hakuchō recalled that at one meeting

of the Ryūdokai, an angry Yanagita suddenly stood up and announced,

“Fellows, Tayama has written the things I’ve told him about Sakhalin into

fiction [shōsetsu], but they’re full of mistakes. In addition, I have a right to

live my daily life in freedom, and it’s most obnoxious that he has invaded it

and written it up.”15 Perhaps taking a cue from Hakuchō’s reminiscence,

Oda Tomihide 9)<=�and Okamura Ryōji (>?@�find further

evidence of Yanagita’s dissatisfaction with the literary world in Tayama

Katai’s novel Tsuma A �(Wife, 1909). In a confrontation with the

protagonist Nakamura � >, the character Nishi B , a young university

student whom Oda and Okamura take to be Yanagita himself, rejects the

idea that writing literature is a legitimate profession:

Writing poetry isn’t actual work. … Real people don’t pay any attention to that

sort of thing. Fewer than one in ten thousand people really understand what
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literature is about. … Literature is not my goal; my poetry was just dilettantism.

I’ve come to my senses. What’s the point of writing love poetry? If I’ve got that

sort of time, it’s better that I read a page or two of agricultural policy.16

Here, Nishi/Yanagita appears to repudiate poetry and literature entirely,

citing its lack of accessibility and utility to ordinary people. His reference

instead to the practical science of agricultural policy, a field with clear

relevance to the (farming) public, would seem to suggest that the actual

Yanagita’s motives in writing Tales of Tōno the next year had little to do

with the literary.

Reading Tales of Tōno in the context of its author’s personal aspirations

and career goals has tended to close off other, equally valid readings of the

text focused on its literary dimensions even if Yanagita’s prowess as a

writer is well recognized. Although Yanagita’s disciplinary identity changed

over the course of his long life, critics have generally agreed on the superior

qualities of his writing and its poetic nature. Tales of Tōno has quite

naturally come to be valued as an index of Yanagita’s development as a

writer as well as a budding folklorist. It is worth noting that unlike

Additional Notes on Hunting Terms and Discussions About Carved Stone

Deities, Tales of Tōno has consistently been considered a product of

Yanagita’s genius. Sasaki may have supplied the material for the work, but

Yanagita is unquestionably the owner of Tales of Tōno as a text. Arguably, it

was on the force of Yanagita’s authorial reputation, which enjoyed a surge

in popularity during the 1970s, that writers and critics such as Mishima

Yukio CDEFG (1925–1970) and Yoshimoto Takaaki HIJK (1924–

2012) were belatedly able to create a niche for Tales of Tōno among

Japanese literary classics.17 However, what it actually means to understand

Yanagita as a literary author/translator, particularly in the case of Tales of

Tōno, has remained largely undiscussed.

Such a reading of Tales of Tōno must take account of the fact that in

1910, Yanagita was still deeply involved with discussions of contemporary

Japanese literature. Between 1907 and 1909, just prior to Tales of Tōno’s

appearance, Yanagita published a number of short essays in the journal

Bunshō sekai �LMN (Literary World, 1906–1920), an important literary

forum headed by his friend Tayama Katai.18 These brief pieces provide a
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somewhat formal record of Yanagita’s early literary fealties, as well as a key

to reading Tales of Tōno as a literary project. Yanagita, who defines himself

in these essays as both a literature-loving bookworm and a bundan � O
(literary community) outsider with a wider societal perspective, insists he is

“not a writer by profession.” In one essay he seems to lose patience with his

peers, complaining that “there are no really engaging books” by

contemporary authors.19 Despite his efforts to distance himself, however, he

writes on matters of literary style and content with personal investment, and

his criticisms are laced with advice for improvement and suggestions for

alternate directions. The essays show him as fundamentally supporting the

development of a modern literature, albeit gradually developing a view of

style and content that ran counter to the prevailing trends of the late Meiji

bundan.

These essays not only constitute a link between the impetuous “literary

youth” and the mature folk studies scholar; they explore literary concepts

that Yanagita would later apply in Tales of Tōno. More specifically, they

reveal his increasingly unorthodox position within the late Meiji debate on

“narrative realism”; he eventually takes a stance that Gerald Figal aptly

describes as a “subversion of the naturalist writing project.”20 In these half-

dozen or so essays, Yanagita takes up two intertwined issues of paramount

importance to himself and his peers: (1) the development of a modern

literary style that was both efficient and realistic, and (2) the process by

which authors should choose their literary source material. Throughout, he

struggles to understand and define the literary text’s relationship with

“reality.”

Distributed to his immediate circle of friends and acquaintances, the

original edition of Tales of Tōno was written soon after the Bunshō sekai

essays. Continuing the debate as an exemplar, the text addresses the issue of

verisimilitude not simply as a proto-ethnographic objective, but from a

literary perspective informed by contemporary developments in narrative

realism. In the preface, Yanagita famously states, “I have written [Sasaki’s

stories down] as I felt, not adding a single word or phrase.”21 In some ways,

his claim to authenticity reads like a curious permutation of the Naturalist

imperative to portray things just as they are. However, Yanagita relies

strongly on linguistic and narrative techniques to create this sense of reality
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and to make the reader feel that the landscape of Tōno has come to life

“before one’s eyes.”22 In other words, rather than gesturing only towards an

external reality represented by an actual geographical place, Tales of Tōno

also aspires to a non-referential realism, one created by the text itself.

Through his unconventional stance, Yanagita exposes with startling

clarity the emerging discrepancy between a very recently canonized view of

modern Japanese literature and the diverse possibilities available for

narrative production in the late Meiji bundan. By recognizing that he was

addressing a burgeoning “horizon of expectation”23 regarding truth in

literary representation, we can reread his claim that Tales of Tōno represents

“present-day reality” as an assertion of an alternative literary aesthetic. That

the subversive sensibility offered by Yanagita’s text has remained obscured

is the unfortunate result of twentieth-century linguistic, narrative, and

disciplinary developments. To discover the realism of Tales of Tōno, today’s

readers must struggle against the same stylistic and generic conventions that

Yanagita challenged. My analysis of the text will compare his strategies in

Tales of Tōno to those of some of his literary peers, and to the stances he

adopts in the Bunshō sekai essays. As an entry into these issues, I will

consider Yanagita’s views on style first, and then his approach to matters of

content.

Subverting Style

[T]oday’s proponents of craftsmanship create writing that is not paired with

thought, fill pages with falsehoods that do not come from the heart, and call this

great writing, call it bibun P�. Writing is solely for the purpose of conveying

meaning, so if one has written only what one thought, that is enough. Be it

clumsy or deft, so long as one can believe to have written what one thought, then

the purpose of writing has come to an excellent end.

– TAYAMA KATAI, “ROKOTSU NARU BYŌSHA” QRSTUV
(NAKED DESCRIPTION, 1904)24
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The first obvious characteristic that sets Tales of Tōno apart from the

works of its Naturalist counterparts is its pseudo-classical writing style—the

evils of which are here outlined by Yanagita’s friend Tayama Katai, who in

his works from this period championed a supposedly more efficient and less

embellished vernacular style, most famously in the novel Futon WX (The

Quilt, 1907). Today, matters of writing style, at least in English, barely seem

to register on the ideological radar, at least in comparison with content

issues. But in Meiji Japan, the development of a modern vernacular literary

style was synonymous with the development of modern “national” literature

itself. In a context where the debate on style was also an authorial struggle

to define modern identity in language, Yanagita’s choice of a non-

vernacular style to capture oral narrative was conscious strategy rather than

simple contrarianism or nostalgia. Ironically, even though the syntax and

grammar may at first recall the more traditional “proponents of

craftsmanship” whom Katai criticized so harshly, the bungo style Yanagita

adopted consistently throughout Tales of Tōno was actually an attempt to

privilege truth over elegant writing.

To use bungo for a literary text was not in itself particularly odd.

Futabatei Shimei Y�Z[\ (1864–1909) had been on the experimental

fringes with his Ukigumo ] ^ (Floating Clouds, 1887), a contemporary

story written in a new colloquial style that his mid-Meiji audience thought

difficult to read. By contrast, Mori Ōgai _`a (1862–1922), in his very

successful Maihime b c�(Dancing Girl, 1890), had applied the older

classical style to modern material. Even though Ōgai and other innovative

authors such as Kunikida Doppo d⌥)ef (1871–1908) had gradually

moved towards greater use of vernacular language, in 1910 the colloquial

style was still not fully established as a literary mode. Writing in 1914,

Tokuda Shūsei g ) h i (1871–1943) commented, “when [Shimazaki

Tōson’s] Hakai j k came out [in 1906], genbun itchi was not socially

established.”25 By 1910, though, the neoclassical style was increasingly used

primarily to lend an antique or historical flavor to writings.26 Naturalists

such as Katai, as we can see in the quote above, clearly felt that the

simplified language provided by genbun itchi-inspired styles was closer to

their “thoughts” than traditional writing and its allusive qualities, which

favored writers (and readers) with broad and deep textual knowledge. What
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was unusual about Yanagita’s decision to adopt the neoclassical style for

Tales of Tōno was not that he chose to use it, but that he did so while

claiming truthfulness for his text and purporting to write about “present-day

reality” in a climate where it had become widely accepted that the

vernacular style was better suited to creating narrative realism.

In the Bunshō sekai essays he wrote just before Tales of Tōno, Yanagita,

like his peers, pondered the role of style in representing “reality” on the

page. In “Shasei to ronbun” Vlmn��(Sketching and Essays, 1907), he

granted that the shaseibun Vl��(sketching style) favored by Naturalist

authors had “destroyed the barriers” to expressing oneself, so that things

could be written “as one sees, as one hears, without embellishment or lies”

(mitamama, kiitamama, kazarazu itsuwarazu opqqrstpqqruv
wxvw).27 Yanagita’s support here of genbun itchi-based sketching and its

potential for realism seems to echo Katai’s enthusiasm for the vernacular.

His view of the new vernacular style’s ability to represent reality was

tempered, however, by a belief that already existing styles, by virtue of their

familiarity to readers, had an expressive power that could be adapted to

produce modern and realistic narrative. The next year, he commented that

the Naturalists were making things unnecessarily difficult for themselves

and readers by “shun[ning] allusions” and trying to employ “totally new

language.”28 He continued to amend his earlier view, indicating that he no

longer believed that a colloquial style, sketching included, was necessarily

as transparent as its proponents argued.

While Yanagita clearly valued transparency, his confidence in the pared-

down, “Westernesque”29 vernacular waned when he saw that it threatened to

completely supersede precedent. At the same time, he clearly recognized the

potential “effect of literature upon language,” as Deleuze puts it, its

particular power as “a kind of foreign language within language, which is

neither another language nor a rediscovered patois, but a becoming-other of

language.”30 He differed from his peers and their increasingly powerful

movement, however, in thinking that literary language, just as it was, could

nevertheless become “a witch’s line that escapes the dominant system”31

without recourse to the actual foreign. In 1909, already aware that his

attitude was not widely shared, he mused that sōrōbun y ��(epistolary

style), a well-worn subtype of bungo style, was quite adequate to faithfully
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rendering thought and experience. Even if it seemed “old fashioned,” he

argued, it was actually more “concise, dignified, and unencumbered” than

many of the other styles available. He adds, almost in passing, “I think that I

might even try writing a book in that style.”32 One cannot help but think that

Tales of Tōno, published the following year, was the realization of this idea

and Yanagita’s own way of “othering” language.

By using a vaguely archaic style in a consciously modern fashion,

Yanagita breaks down a conventional dichotomy, making his text seem both

familiar and foreign. In fact, Yanagita’s use of bungo i n Tales of Tōno is

closely connected with the literary debate then current: it is a carefully

considered attempt to create realism using a non-genbun itchi style. Tale 22,

which Yanagita compared to Maurice Maeterlinck’s The Intruder, a play he

had praised as “deeply and keenly realistic,”33 serves as a good example of

Yanagita’s resistive bungo technique. The characteristics of his style are a

writerly formality that is fluid and compact rather than ponderous, an

absence of pronouns and subject markers, and a use of strongly aspectual

verb affixes. In an attempt to foreground the passage’s particular cadence

and tone, I have translated it rather literally, using the same syntax and

punctuation.

YYz⇧⌃⌥{|}~�/ÄÅÇÉÑÖÜáràâäãåçé|èqÅ
êÇë|íì✏îïñâÇópÅzÉò|ôâÇöõ|påúùÖvû
pTü†°qpë|�â¢Å£z§|•ì¶|ß®©™´¨m®≠ÆØ
∞|±Sû≤r~�m�m|Y†|≥ìr¥STµ∂∑|∏πâïÅr
�†ì∫vâªº®Ω£ræ⌃ª®ø¿Ç¢ÅÜâr¡m¬√|ƒÄÅ
≈∆ÜÇêTò¢û®«û≤r»…SÅÜ ÀSÅzÃlÕŒØ≥Çœ
⇤|–|—£wT®rC“âäÅ”‘Ç’â÷t◊ÿÇ¢ÅÜØrqŸ
qŸmë|⁄ÅâÇr€‹â°«›fi¢Åz¢S™mfl‡•°S…rY
†|À|ïûT∂|·®⁄Å‚…mÇr–âÇªäÅâ„‰ÅÜârÂ
£ªäÅSû≤…T…Tmq‰ÅpÅz�†ìßÊ|†Sû≤ÁÅËÅ
¢m®«ÈÅpû≤rçÍ|†⌃|ÎÏÜpTïñ|ƒÌÓÄÅ‚…m
fl‡ÔârŒ|ÒÀ|ÿppqÜ£iâÇrÚ≤¢„ÛØêpm
ÙıpÅzˆ˜|†⌃ì¨|iâ¯®›qÜ˘Î˙…≤ŒÅSÅÜ
m˚fiÅz34
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22. When Mr. Sasaki’s great-grandmother died from old age, the relatives who

gathered to put her into the coffin all slept together in the parlor that night. A

woman who was a daughter of the dead person and had been divorced because of

insanity was also among them. It seems that it is taboo in this area to let the fire

go out during the period of mourning, so [Sasaki’s] grandmother and mother, just

the two of them, were sitting on either side of the great hearth, [his] mother had

put the charcoal basket beside her, and now and then was adding charcoal, when

suddenly footsteps approached from the back entrance and she turned to look at

it; it was the deceased old woman. Since [the old woman] had been stooped [with

age] and dragged the hem of her kimono, [she] had always pulled it up in front

into a triangle and sewn it up, and it was exactly like that, and [Sasaki’s mother]

also remembered the striped pattern [of the kimono]. Before [Sasaki’s mother]

had time to think, Oh! [the old woman] walked by the hearth where the two

women were sitting, and brushed the charcoal basket with [her] hem, and because

it was a round charcoal basket it spun round and round. [His] mother is a stout-

hearted person so she turned around to look where [the old woman] was going,

and just as [she] thought [the old woman] would approach the parlor where the

relatives were lying down, the shrill voice of that madwoman screamed,

grandmother has come! The other people woke up from this voice and [people]

said [they were all] just very shocked.

The conciseness of this tale, which is actually one of the longer sections

in Tales of Tōno, demonstrates that premodern style is not necessarily

synonymous with over-embellishment and circumlocution. Katai rejected

what he saw as the “impressionistic and artistic” qualities of the pseudo-

classical style in Tales of Tōno,35 but there is nothing purple about

Yanagita’s prose in tale 22 or elsewhere. The particular type of bungo that

Yanagita used consistently throughout the work was also the style generally

favored for journalism and scholarly writing.36 An established mode in these

areas, where clarity and efficiency are paramount, bungo lends the narrative

a straightforward, matter-of-fact tone. Although the text in no way suggests

how Sasaki’s dialect must have sounded, the economy of Yanagita’s style

recalls the blunt directness of Naturalist writing like Katai’s.

Yanagita’s reliance on style to achieve this effect was, however, unusual.

Unlike his Naturalist peers, Yanagita did not provide motive for his
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characters’ actions or inspire empathy by employing formal tactics adapted

from Western novels, such as internal monologue or extended “establishing

shots” of a character’s personal background and experience.37 Instead, as we

can see in tale 22, Yanagita seeks to evoke an emotional reaction in the

reader by exploiting bungo’s intrinsic ability to carry a single sentence

forward as long as an idea or action continues. Clauses linked by verbs and

particles telegraph information in short but ongoing bursts, generating a

sense of immediacy and anticipation. In the extended sentence where the

dead woman sets the basket spinning, for example, the run-on style both

evokes the onlooker’s breathless surprise and foregrounds the suddenness

and undeniability of the ghost’s intrusion into the real world—even though

we know next to nothing about the characters’ identities, or even their

immediate thoughts and feelings.

Yanagita also succeeds in creating a tone reminiscent of narrative

realism’s much-touted “directness” without utilizing the more specific

subject markers and pronouns that the formulators of the vernacular style

adopted in their conscious break with bungo. The Naturalists attempted to

“overcom[e] many of the most divisive differences between author, narrator,

protagonist, reader, text, and subtext” by replicating the specific, yet

generalized, way of referring to people peculiar to the pronoun (a prominent

feature of most European languages).38 In Tales of Tōno, Yanagita pursues a

quite different method for including the reader. There are no “he’s” and

“she’s,” and personal names are often omitted as well.39 Tale 22 is

comparatively generous with its subject markers—kano kyōjo Œ|ÒÀ
(that madwoman), rōjo   À�(old woman), and so on—except at the

moment of high tension. The two sentences that remain unmarked are those

in which someone, presumably the mother, recognizes the ghost’s kimono,

and the next sentence, where technically speaking it could be anyone— not

just the mother—who has no “time to think, Oh!”

Rather than limiting the experience by funneling it through “she” or even

“the mother,” this technique allows readers to put themselves momentarily

in the mother’s place. Such a disappearing act, the momentary sublimation

of a character, happens in other tales too, especially those that, had they

been written in the vernacular, would seem most appropriate to first-person

narration. In tale 87, for example, the opening sentence, sans subject marker,
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begins: “Hito no na wa wasuretaredo” †|¸ì˝ûpû, which could be

translated as either “[I] have forgotten the person’s name” or “The person’s

name has been forgotten.”40 From an English-language translator’s

perspective, this can seem infuriatingly indeterminate, but in the original it

sounds quite neutral—like an omniscient voice that directly addresses the

reader. There are many “missing” subjects in Tales of Tōno, and their

absence can allow the reader to try out a number of perspectives, all of

which add to the feeling of having been there, of having Tōno come to life

“before one’s eyes.”41

Furthermore, by foregrounding the specific social, geographical, and

familial identity of the characters and their relationships to each other, the

subject markers that Yanagita does employ often do not imply a perspective

dependent on a single character. Rather, they project the viewpoint of the

story in question through a set of relationships tacitly agreed upon by the

community concerned. For example, the third line of tale 22 introduces two

of the main characters, Sasaki’s mother and grandmother, simply as

“mother” and “grandmother,” implicitly conveying their close familial

relationship to “Mr. Sasaki.” The text makes equally clear the uneasy status

of Sasaki’s great-aunt, by labeling her in a manner that indicates her

exclusion from the family circle, despite her blood connection to the

deceased. Her relationship to Mr. Sasaki must be inferred, since she is

identified in a roundabout fashion as “a woman who was a daughter of the

dead person” and “that madwoman.”

The collective perspective thus evoked offers not only a way to map

character relationships efficiently, but can also act to include the reader in

the story’s circle. Neither Sasaki, who is mentioned at the outset, nor his

mother, who witnesses the ghostly event, governs the reader’s experience;

they do not function as entities with whom the reader can identify. Instead,

the way in which the characters are labeled allows the reader to fully enter

the story world, equal to the characters themselves, free of any linguistic

exclusion from the community hierarchy to which they belong. For example,

rather than referring to the “stout-hearted” woman who sits by the fire as

“Mrs. Sasaki” or even “Sasaki’s mother,” which would describe her status to

someone outside the community, the tale speaks of her only as hahabito �
†�(mother-person). While this does little to encourage psychological self-
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identification with her, this informal term does impart familiarity to the

reader, who temporarily connects with her as someone within the

community, someone to whom her identity need not be explained.42

Likewise, the distanced reference to the madwoman both keeps the reader

from adopting her perspective and encourages a sharing of the discomfort

her presence causes the other family members.

While subject markers (or lack thereof) continually adjust the reader’s

proximity to the action, the deft use of verb endings in Tales of Tōno subtly

directs the reader’s perception of chronological time. Yanagita deliberately

uses bungo verb endings in a climate where “the expository declension de

aru” had become “the final copula of choice for the overwhelming majority

of vernacular novels.”43 A stylistic innovation adapted from European

literature, the copula de aru was an effective tool for achieving realism of a

particular sort. By mimicking the present tense of the English “it is,” it could

also represent “the protagonist’s feelings as transcendental verbal facts.”44

The subjective content of a person’s mental landscape became an

indisputable, externalized truth on display for the reader to consume. But

while de aru doubtless imbues narrative action with a clinical directness, it

is devoid of historical depth. Since Yanagita wanted to emphasize that the

“true stories” in Tales of Tōno demonstrate the continuity between past and

present, the flatness of de aru was not for him. Instead he turned to the

aspectual quality of bungo verb endings to create a sense that the tales

related something of immediate relevance to the contemporary reader.

In the preface to Tales of Tōno, Yanagita mentions that the tales will

likely remind the reader of medieval collections of setsuwa (brief, fable-like

narratives) such as Konjaku monogatari ˛ ˇ ⇤ ⌅, but he denies any

similarity with this much older work or others like it. Unlike the tales in

Konjaku, which “were already old at the time,” he writes, the tales in Tales

of Tōno reflect “present-day reality.”45 Although the neoclassical style he

chooses may at first seem to recall premodernity, it was actually chosen to

reinforce his claim that the tales report current (or at least recent)

occurrences. As Yoshimoto Takaaki points out, the tales are not marked as

historically distant through the incorporation of pat phrases such as “once

upon a time” (ima wa mukashi ˛ìˇ) or “and so it has been passed down”

(~ to namu katari tsutaetaru tokaya mSÆr⌅Å�fipTmŒ™), which
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are typical in Konjaku monogatari (Tales of Times Now Past, approx.

twelfth century).46 Likewise, Yanagita does not use the -keri ÿ Å�verb

ending common in medieval storytelling, where it performs the formulaic

role of indicating “information about the past acquired from tradition.”47

Rather, Tales of Tōno succeeds in drawing on the authority of literary

precedent without consigning itself to the distant past of medieval folktales.

While the closing phrase to ieri (She says/it is said m˚fiÅ) seems to

locate tale 22 in the chronologically vague space often occupied by

folktales, Yanagita’s creative use of less formal auxiliary verbs (jodōshi ⇥
⇤⌫) such as -shi Ü, -tari pÅ, and -ri Å serves to suggest that the events

related have all happened in a recent (although usually undefined) past, not

“long long ago.” The effect is to give the story a contemporary, yet timeless,

flavor. The ending -tari, which concludes three of the story’s seven

extended sentences, illustrates this effect well. This ending has “three uses,

which tend to overlap,” and while it may indicate “completion of an act or

process” or a continuation of that completed state, it can also signify

suspension, or “continuation of an act or state.”48 Of course the events in the

story have already “happened,” but the aspectual quality of -tari, -shi, and

-ri focuses attention not on the events’ absolute location in time, but rather

on their rapid unfolding in that particular moment. The past tense of any

English translation cannot do justice to the immediacy conveyed by these

verb affixes. When Sasaki’s mother turns around to see who is approaching,

for example, one could just as well translate the phrase as “it i s the old

woman.” The cumulative effect of these verb endings and their highlighting

of aspect rather than tense is a sense of unmediated directness that is

equivalent to, yet qualitatively different from, the atemporal “present-ness”

of the vernacular style—and underscores the credibility and continued

significance of the events related.

Tales of Tōno demonstrates that the now well-accepted connection

between vernacular style and realistic narrative is ideological, not inevitable.

More precisely, it offers eloquent support for the argument that a single

stylistic approach is insufficient to capture the full range of “reality.” Only

one reader in 1910 is known to have acknowledged the realistic effect of the

book’s bungo style, but surely it is worth noting that it was Yanagita’s

“informant,” Sasaki Kizen himself. In a letter written to Yanagita soon after
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he read his copy of Tales of Tōno, Sasaki admits that “the tales hardly seem

like they could have come from my mouth.” Nevertheless, to him “it felt

exactly as though I were hearing the stories again from my fellow villagers.”

Most significantly, this aspiring young writer, who tended to use the

vernacular style himself, credits the writing style for creating this

impression: “if you had used genbun itchi, it wouldn’t have had quite the

same effect (omomuki ⌅£).”49 One could argue that it was the historical

precedent of the bungo style that, for Sasaki, lent both a natural-seeming

authority and realism to the tales—especially since the sense of authenticity

did not come from Sasaki’s voice, which had been all but erased.50

Refocusing Content

Even when the emotions and behavior of the rural subject were in fact the

focus of the narrative—as they are in Tales of Tōno—the writers of the day

tended to present them in a mediated form. For example, Tayama Katai’s

“Jūemon no saigo” ⇧⌃⌥�| � (Jūemon’s End, 1902) garnered some

praise from Yanagita for its rural setting,51 but even so it is an urban narrator

who describes the events that unfold in a village in mountainous Nagano

prefecture. Because the narrator remains a prominent character in/witness to

the story, his horrified perspective colors the depiction of the village’s

violent punishment of the vengeful, goblin-like man named Jūemon. Then,

rather than reflect upon what the event might say about rural Japan, the

narrator draws parallels with Russian literature. “[Jūemon] was just like the

Russian peasants we find in Turgenev’s works,” he says as he begins his

story. And for the narrator, the meaning of it all ends with the abstract

philosophical sentiment, “I had truly encountered the presence of nature.”52

Like the stories of his contemporaries, Katai’s works convey a clear (and

conventionalized) sense that the country is another country, one with

nostalgic significance, but little relevance to contemporary life.

Furthermore, the psychologically incomprehensible Otherness of people in

the country apparently made them unfit to be the protagonists of their own

narratives.
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Responding to an atmosphere where a choice of rural subject material

seemed also to presume a specific type of mediated narrative structure,

Yanagita accused his peers of exacerbating the disconnection between

literature and daily life. Yanagita, who traveled frequently to impoverished

farming communities as an employee of the Ministry of Agriculture and

Commerce, felt acutely the sense of a growing dichotomy between urban

and rural life and looked to literary writing to help bridge a gap that was

ideological as well as economic. Something should be done, he remarked in

1907, “to bring politics and literature closer together.” To this end he

proposed that the self-absorption of contemporary writers could be reduced

“if one deployed today’s authors like an army to the countryside to make a

study of portraying country people, the elderly, and children.”53 Perhaps

then urbanized authors would be encouraged to observe others with the

same keenness they had previously reserved for their own lives.

Arguing that unassuming Edo-period regional gazetteers

⌦↵� (chirisho) expressed the “feelings [kokoromochi õ��] of the

common people [bonjin ✏†]” much more accurately than did Naturalist

novels, Yanagita also proposed alternative methods for dealing with rural

subject material. In so doing he radically broadened the definition of

narrative realism. Citing a story from the Owari shi ⇣⌘✓�(Gazetteer of

Owari) of a mother who expressed her grief for her dead son by erecting a

bridge in his name, he remarked that such episodes made him feel that

“human emotions had not changed at all from ancient times.” Like

Naturalist texts, he continued, these humble accounts portrayed “the truth

just as it is [arinomama no jijitsu ◆Å|qq|�], without exaggeration

or ornamentation,” offering “a complete expression of true feeling [shinjō õ
� ].”54 His acclamation of the potential for episodic, non-protagonist-

centered texts like gazetteers to capture the true capacity of feeling suggests

not only a conviction that his Naturalist peers had no monopoly on the

realistic portrayal of human psychology, but also a questioning of the

increasingly canonized notion that narrative realism meant probing the

psychology of an internalized, individual, and urban self.

Psychological realism as found in late Meiji fiction tended to concentrate

on minute tracing of characters’ thoughts. By contrast, Yanagita’s text did

not venture into individual mental space, and even actively rejected the
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concept that individual consciousness is a private place. Instead of resorting

to voyeuristic techniques like internal monologue to gain access, he

presented consciousness as something socially, even communally,

constructed. For example, tale 97 takes the form of a dream or hallucination,

that most personal of experiences, but demonstrates quite literally the

blending of self and community that permeates the world of Tōno. This time

I offer Ronald Morse’s smooth translation as the basis for discussion.
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97. Matsunojō Kikuchi of Iide was ill with an acute fever from exposure to the

cold and would often lose his breath. He went out into the rice fields, and hurried

off to the family temple of Kisei’in. When he would put a little effort into his legs

he could, without attempting to, fly into the air about as high as a person’s head

and then gradually come down. With a little effort he could again rise as before.

There is no way of expressing how much fun it was. As he approached the

temple gate he saw a crowd of people. Wondering what could be going on, he

entered the gate, and there were red poppies in full bloom as far as one could see.

He felt better than ever before. His dead father was standing amidst the flowers

and asked, “Have you come too?” While somehow answering this, he went on.

The boy he had lost earlier was there and also asked, “Papa, have you come too?”

Matsunojō drew closer saying, “Is this where you have been?” The child said,

“You can’t come now!” At that moment someone by the gate called out his name
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loudly. As troublesome as it was, he paused reluctantly, and with a heavy heart,

decided to turn back. Then he regained his senses. His relatives had gathered

around, and were throwing water on him, to call him back to life.55

Tale 97 clearly relates one person’s experience, but in a manner that

deconstructs the idea of a discrete, private self by transitioning seamlessly

between the subconscious imagination and the objective “real” world of the

surrounding community, thus blurring the boundary between the two. The

second sentence makes us assume Matsunojō has gone for a walk in the

neighborhood; by the third, we guess he is having a pleasant dream. We are

not aware that Matsunojō is actually having a near-death experience until he

encounters his dead father. Further connecting communal experience with

private thoughts is the fact that the unconscious Matsunojō goes to a

(physically) real place in the village, thus navigating the actual landscape of

Tōno within his mind. In accordance with local belief, he “floats” to the

actual place villagers expect to go after they die, the temple grounds, where

their already deceased relatives wait for them. Like his living relatives, his

father and son actively prevent Matsunojō from staying within the temple

grounds. They are not simply passive figments of his imagination but act as

enforcers of the community will, since at that moment Matsunojō’s personal

wish is to join them.

Like the other tales that explore the liminal state between sleeping and

waking,56 Tale 97 argues for a psychological realism that includes a

consideration of this individual experience as an expression of the

communal imagination. The blending of the imaginary and the real, the dead

and the living, peaks at the conclusion to the story. When Matsunojō hears

the voices of his family calling to him, within the dream they seem to be

standing outside the temple gate, although we are left to assume they are

probably standing around his sickbed at home. For Matsunojō and many of

the other characters, the real Tōno and the spiritual Tōno are mirror versions

of each other, where all the inhabitants are subject to the same social rules

and cultural conventions. Matsunojo’s personal drama illustrates Yanagita’s

attempt to explore “true feeling” by connecting the internal processes of

thought and belief to the external, communally shared landscape. Even when

he imagines death, Matsunojo envisions it as a reproduction of his
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community, a blend of the vicinity in which he actually lives and the spirits

of dead relatives believed to reside there.

The “realness” of the integrated world formed by the living and dead

members of the community, and the extension of the community to

incorporate various supernatural entities, is evident in tale 22 (discussed

above) and many others.57 Various tales tell of kappa ef�(water spirits)

being born to village women (tales 55 and 56); encounters on the road with

beings who appear to be human children but turn out to be zashikiwarashi ï
ñf, spirits that can bring a household good luck (tale 18); local women

who disappear but are found living in the mountains, married to yamabito *
†�(“mountain people,” tales 6 and 7); and even a woman who temporarily

(and unwittingly) uses the body of a fox to search for her husband, who has

gone hunting in the mountains (tale 100). That the stories are told in a

deadpan manner, free of any attempt to either explain these phenomena or

distance them from the reader, strongly suggests that the reader should take

the physical manifestations of spiritual life in Tōno at face value—“just as

they are”—rather than interpret them as the projections of an individualized

psyche. The characters themselves certainly appear to have little trouble

accepting such occurrences.

The externalized psychology that Yanagita conveys in Tales of Tōno

clearly differs from the internal, mental, and highly personal representation

of reality that his realist literary peers favored—and the rationalistic (and yet

romantic) view of nature that resulted from this attitude. Reality for the

citizens of Tōno, as Yanagita portrays it, is not simply what each individual

feels about his or her own experiences or surroundings. Rather, it is a

physical/spiritual ecosystem, populated by a variety of natural and

supernatural beings who find themselves in mutually affective relationships.

The animistic natural landscape in Tales of Tōno also differs from that

featured in the “gothic” literature of Izumi Kyōka g⌦+ (1873–1939),

which champions the supernatural world but nevertheless treats it with

irony, often putting it in direct conflict with the human world.58 In Tales of

Tōno, humans do not control the landscape, but accept that they are part of it

and that their position within it may change at any time. Yanagita’s Tōno

might not seem a particularly idyllic place to live, but it becomes memorable
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in its un-ironic and frank depiction of people who recognize their ties to

each other and to the landscape.

Writing for a Tokyo audience, Yanagita seeks to bring his urban reader

closer to the alternative psychological landscape he wishes them to

experience. To guide the reader, he uses the varied verb endings and subject

markers of bungo, intruding subtly into the narrative and manipulating the

text at moments where he wishes the reader to assume the identity of a

character in the story (as in tales 22 and 97). The narrator in Tales of Tōno is

indeed a flexible entity whose perspective is sometimes that of Yanagita

(i.e., an outside observer of Tōno), sometimes that of a listener engrossed in

a local’s story, and sometimes that of the storyteller himself. By continually

varying his (and the reader’s) proximity to the material, sometimes within a

single tale, Yanagita’s narrator achieves a fluidity that would be impossible

under the syntactical and novelistic rules that produce a consistent

transcendent third-person account—the ideal for which many of his literary

peers strove. Resisting this dominant narrative stance, Yanagita’s

storytelling narrator is much more flexible, “at once a character in the

narrative and the means by which the narrative is generated, links

established, traces of the past recovered, and meaning located within

performance.”59

The storytelling narrator that we encounter in the preface draws the

audience further into the world of Tōno by carefully connecting the self-

narrated preface with the main body of the tales. The Yanagita-like narrator

of the preface seems to be an outsider: he rents a horse to get better

acquainted with the area and complains that he “cannot but feel the

loneliness of a traveler”60 as he comes upon a rowdy and rustic festival. But

actually, he has already insinuated himself into the landscape by adopting

the consistent bungo “voice” in which he tells both his own introductory

story and the subsequent tales. Because the “I” disappears with tale 1, the

numbered tales may initially look like a qualitatively different text. The

narrator’s presence is still felt, however, through the ongoing uniformity of

the bungo style, which allows the “I” of the preface to continue to speak

from his particular yet shifting vantage point, both in time and place. Since

the rural characters do not tell the stories in their own voices, the

homogeneous style of Tales of Tōno makes it clear that the narrator controls
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the narrative.61 While the narrative moves in a nonlinear way, the consistent

use of the continuative ren’yokei h i j form maintains the reader’s

proximity to this internal perspective. Yanagita’s regular use of the auxiliary

verb-nari clearly “manifest(s) the subject of each utterance.”62 It may be

difficult for the reader to form semantic, chronological, or even geographical

connections among the places and people detailed in the various tales,63 but

what remains clear is the narrator’s continued presence as guide.

Further integrating the reader with the world of Tōno is a subtle but

continuous narrative trajectory running through the preface and the first few

tales. The reader has already been set alongside the narrator in the preface

through a pair of shared experiences: gazing with him at the peak of Mt.

Hayachine klm, shaped like the character Ì, and then noticing a straw

doll, a leftover from a local festival, discarded by the side of the road.64 Next

the narrator prepares the reader, new to the area, for a different sort of

tourist experience by setting this visit during the Obon Ún�festival, when

the souls of the dead come back to visit the living. The first three tales

continue to rapidly assimilate the reader’s perspective with that of the local

residents who, as we saw above, take a powerfully animistic view of their

physical world. Tale 1 covers what one could call introductory material for

nonnative readers, and situates Tōno in a literal sense: “To get there, one

gets off the train in Hanamaki +o, crosses the Kitakami p”�river, …”

and so on.65 Going deeper, tale 2 relates geographical information of a more

abstract quality, telling of a mountain goddess (kami) who informs her

daughters that she will award each of them one of the mountains

surrounding the plain where the former castle town of Tōno can be found.66

Tale 3 then jumps into the locally specific, relating the particular experience

of an old man named Sasaki Kahe’e ⇧⌃⌥qr⌥, who goes hunting in

these same mountains. Although the expository relationship to the previous

tale is not explicit, we cannot help wondering if the mysterious woman he

shoots deep in the mountains has some relationship to the goddess’s

daughters, who (as explained in tale 2) “even now live on the mountains and

rule over them.”67 Progressively, then, in traversing the physical geography,

readers learn of the spiritual/cosmological landscape contained within it and

become situated to adopt the local perspective.
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By carefully establishing connections with his audience on structural and

stylistic levels, the narrator of Tales of Tōno occupies a subject position that

is both unique within the realist literature of the time and representative of

the literary debate on modern subjectivity. Many of the narratives published

during late Meiji and Taishō, including Tales of Tōno, are “literary forms

that allowed [writers] to articulate their growing consciousness of

discrepancies between a sense of self and society at large.”68 Yanagita’s text

frames this problem not by creating a self in conflict with society, but by

narratively deconstructing the modern literary idea of self. Presenting a

world composed of psychologically and culturally interlinked individuals,

the narrator seeks to provide a view of “present-day reality” that is

deprivatized and collectively accessible. The model for modern subjectivity

that Yanagita presents in Tales of Tōno is thus neither the seemingly

isolated, elite traveler of the preface nor the superstitious Tōno villager of

the tales. It is rather the narrator, a modern analog of the storyteller, who

weaves the narrative to link traveler with villager, individuality with

community.

Conclusions: Genre, Translation, Identity

As Marilyn Ivy has noted, Tales of Tōno “conformed to no law of genre in

1910,” which seems to suggest that it is something of a “monstrosity.”69

Certainly, Yanagita’s peers’ opinions were diverse. Calling the work “an

extravagance of affected rusticity,” Tayama Katai was dismissive.70

Shimazaki Tōson read it as travel literature rather than as research. Seizing

upon the work’s romantic and poetic aspects, he insisted on thinking of

Yanagita as a deeply perceptive traveler rather than a student of “ethnic

psychology (minzoku shinri séõ↵).”71 Izumi Kyōka, that distinctive

writer of fantastic literature who was somewhat of an outsider to the modern

bundan, was naturally fascinated by the text’s supernatural and otherwordly

qualities. For him, the “legends, tales of the peculiar, and ghost stories

[densetsu ibun kaidan � t u s v w] were brought to life by Mr.

[Yanagita’s] brush.”72 Subsequent evaluations, particularly those that
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appeared after the 1935 revision of the work, have tentatively assigned it to

the folk studies category, with the caveat that Yanagita failed to recognize

modern standards of objectivity and authenticity.

Tales of Tōno’s disease in the generic spectrum has been compounded by

subsequent developments in the discourse on genre. Despite the now well-

established place of oral-narrative-related genres from the classical and

medieval periods in the Japanese literary academy (thanks in no small part

to Yanagita himself),73 folklore has never been considered a part of modern

literature, primarily because of the disciplinary suppression of the

(individual) author’s role in this genre. This “authorlessness” obviously

contradicts the continuing dominance of the authorial aura in literary circles.

Readers of “literature” still expect originality, even when based on a “real

story.” Meanwhile, readers of folklore (and related genres like the

ethnography) generally assume “transmission without remainder,” an

accurate copy of some (usually external) reality or truth.74 Tales of Tōno has

continually fluctuated on this spectrum between perceived fiction and

presumed fact.

If we read Tales of Tōno within the context of another genre—the

literary translation—then the text’s meaning in 1910 becomes much clearer.

A translation is always both an aggressive appropriation of the other and an

exploratory reinvention of the self, and Yanagita’s text is no exception. In

the act of appropriating Sasaki’s local narratives, Yanagita also introduced a

“foreign” element into mainstream modern literary discourse. The idea of

shared selfhood that Yanagita advances in Tales of Tōno is clearly an

alternative to the individual Japanese self being created by his peers.

Nevertheless, the sensibility that emerges from the text itself does not cast

into relief a clear dichotomy between a traditional, backward-looking

kyōdōtai xî��(communal body) and a progressive, modern individual, as

has often been argued.75 Writing Tales of Tōno before the categories of

“folklore/ethnology” and “literature” had become fully reified, Yanagita

adopted the translator’s role to challenge the conventionalized relationship

between narration and subjectivity. Under cover of the translator’s

invisibility, he injected narrative realism with a deep exploration of the

intersection between self and community in an attempt to create a more

socially engaged literature. Like many translations, Tales of Tōno is not a
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“monstrosity” but the expression of a hybrid subjectivity that can be

employed to rethink, rather than simply describe, the problem of Japanese

identity in the modern world.

Even though he never wrote anything quite like it again, Yanagita’s

subsequent work shares with Tales of Tōno more than his oft-discussed

concern with the communal/ national consciousness. Dedicating the book to

his many friends and colleagues who were in Europe to study,76 Yanagita

expanded his narrator’s audience from those gathered by the hearth (the

stereotypical image of the storyteller’s venue) to a potentially national

forum, one connected by the print medium rather than the immediacy of

voice. Much of his later writing shares this narrative stance, featuring a

storytelling narrator who speaks authoritatively but familiarly, and whose

primary function is to synthesize and mediate “foreign” material for his

audience. The distinctively pedagogical, activist, and yet entertaining public

persona Yanagita began to formulate i n Tales of Tōno would ultimately

become the narrative modus operandi of folk studies, which he successfully

parlayed into a popular and yet subversive discourse about subjectivity—

and therefore identity—on a national scale.
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Notes

1 From the preface to Tōno monogatari (Tales of Tōno, 1910).
2 Deleuze, Essays, p. 4.
3 Only 350 copies were published of this original edition, and were distributed mainly

to family and friends.
4 For an in-depth comparison of the three draft manuscripts of Tales of Tōno, now

owned by the Tōno City Museum, see Ishii, Tōno monogatari no tanjō, esp. pp. 9–
25.

5 In 1953, Yanagita recalled his early meetings with Sasaki, who had recently arrived
in Tokyo and could not yet speak standard Japanese, even though he could
understand it. “He started telling us all manner of [stories], but his accent (namari

√) was so thick I couldn’t understand him. It took a while to get used to it.” Quoted
in Ishii, Tōno monogatari no tanjō, p. 36. Later, much criticism of Tales of Tōno

centers on Yanagita’s excising of Sasaki’s local dialect.
6 Tōno, “Preface,” p. 4.
7 Masamune, “Shizenshugi seisuishi,” p. 410.
8 Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, p. 95.
9 Tayama, Literary Life in Tōkyō, p. 192.

10 In 1897, for example, Yanagita coauthored the landmark shintaishi anthology
Jojōshi ƒ�1�(Lyrical Poems) with Kunikida Doppo d⌥)ef, Tayama Katai,
Ōta Gyokumei ≈)∆«, Miyazaki Koshoshi »… ÀF, and Saganoya Omuro Ã
Õ|ŒÚœ.

11 From 1904 onwards, the society met at the Ryūdoken 23–�restaurant, from which
it took its name. Membership varied over the years, but the writers, critics, and
journalists who attended included most of the coauthors of Jojōshi, as well as
Masamune Hakuchō, Shimazaki Tōson D … ù >, Iwano Hōmei à ⇥ — “,
Nakazawa Rinsen �”‘’, and Kanbara Ariake Wñ◆K. For an anecdotal
account of these meetings, see Tayama, Literary Life in Tōkyō, pp. 191–194.

12 According to Tayama Katai, the author Chikamatsu Shūkō Ó'h÷�once quipped,
“Naturalism was born in the ashtrays of the Ryūdokai.” See Tayama 1987, p. 193.
Apparently, Yanagita was a favored source for materials; because he brought back
stories from his many business trips, there were even rumors that “if one went to the
Ryūdokai, [one] could get the seeds for a story.” Yanagita Kunio jiten, p. 62.

13 Yanagita, “Shinkyū ryōjidai no bungei,” p. 644. His remark was first published in
the journal Mumei tsūshin ◊¸⁄ÿÉin October 1909.

14 Kobayashi, “Yanagita Kunio to Katai,” p. 113. He quotes from Yanagita’s “Mudai
no uta” ◊Ÿ|⁄�in his memoir Kokyō shichijūnen B∫⇠§/.

15 Yanagita traveled in an official capacity to Hokkaido and Sakhalin in 1906, shortly
after the end of the Russo-Japanese War (Sakhalin had been won from Russia). The
fiction he is talking about are Katai’s short stories “Aryūsha” €‹›fiflW�(1906)
and “Mauka”É‡·‚�(1907). Masamune, “Shizenshugi seisuishi,” p. 332.
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16 Tayama, “Tsuma,” pp. 292–93. See Oda, “Yanagita Kunio to bungaku,” p. 245. See
also Okamura, Yanagita Kunio no Meiji jidai, p. 101.

17 As Ishiuchi Tōru ↵~��points out, Tales of Tōno was not published in bunko��„
(paperback pocket edition) form until 1973 (by Shinchōsha); see Ishiuchi, “Tōno

monogatari kenkyū shōshi,” p. 19. He speculates that the text’s acceptance as a
work of modern literature is mostly due to Mishima Yukio, who praises Yanagita’s
work in Mishima, “Shōsetsu to wa nani ka,” and to literary critic Yoshimoto
Takaaki, who discusses Tales of Tōno alongside the Kojiki ‰  ⇠�in his
controversial work Kyōdō gensōron xîæøn.

18 Tayama Katai ran this journal, which Oscar Benl claims became the “most
important forum of Naturalism.” Benl, “Naturalism in Japanese Literature,” p. 14.
In an interesting editorial decision, none of these essays, with the exception of
“Randoku no kuse”Éö±|ª, appear in Yanagita’s earlier collected works: neither
the hardcover Teihon Yanagita Kunio shū πIÑ)dRè�(Chikuma Shobō, 1962–
1971) nor the paperback Yanagita Kunio zenshū Ñ)dRìè�(Chikuma Shobō,
1989). This situation has been remedied in the new, radically restructured but not
yet complete Yanagita Kunio zenshū Ñ)dRìè�(Chikuma Shobō, 1997–), where
they appear in vol. 23.

19 Yanagita, “Randoku no kuse,” p. 41; Yanagita, “Kanri no yomu shōsetsu,” p. 26–
27; Yanagita, “Genbun no kyori,” p. 167; Yanagita, “Kanri no yomu shōsetsu,” p.
30.

20 Figal, Civilization and Monsters, p. 123. I am indebted to Figal for his insightful
discussion of these essays, pp. 118–126; as well as to Marilyn Ivy’s argument (in
Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, pp. 74–78) for providing my own point of
departure. Iwamoto Yoshiteru àIEâ�was the first to take the Bunshō sekai essays
under examination. See Iwamoto, Mō hitotsu no Tōno monogatari.

21 Tōno, “Preface,” p. 1.
22 The preface claims that the stories are “events happening before one’s eyes”

(mokuzen no dekigoto nari ‹’|'êSÅ). Tōno, “Preface,” p. 5.
23 For a full explanation of this notion, see Todorov, “The Origin of Genres,” p. 163.
24 Tayama, “Rokotsu naru byōsha,” p. 435. The translation is Indra Levy’s, in Levy,

Sirens of the Western Shore, p. 110.
25 Tokuda, “Meiji shōsetsu bunshō hensenshi,” p. 136.
26 Ōgai’s “Okitsu Yagoemon no isho” ¥ÂÊÁ⌃⌥�|&��(The Last Testament of

Okitsu Yagoemon, 1912), for example, was written in sōrōbun y�, the epistolary
variant of neoclassical style still in common use at the time. Since the story takes its
form as a letter written by Okitsu, a historical figure from the Edo period, however,
the archaic style arguably “matches” its premodern content.

27 Yanagita, “Shasei to ronbun,” pp. 30–31. The poet Masaoka Shiki ⌘(FË�(1867–
1902) borrowed the term shasei (lit. sketch or sketching) from the vocabulary of
painting around 1900 to describe an economical style of writing comparable to the
realism achieved by sketching or photography. Adapted for prose by Naturalist
writers, the style was a further development in the drive to simplify written
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language that had started with the genbun itchi movement.
28 Yanagita, “Dokusha,” p. 14.
29 Levy uses this term as a more accurate way of describing foreign influence in

modernizing Japan, including literary style, as “what seemed strikingly Western
enough to merit special comment in the Japanese context.” Levy, Sirens, p. 7.

30 Deleuze, Essays, p. 5.
31 Deleuze, Essays, p. 5.
32 Yanagita, “Genbun no kyori,” pp. 167, 169.
33 In a headnote (Tōno, p. 22); Yanagita, “Dokusha,” p. 11. The essay dates from

1908. Tale 22 was also singled out for praise by Mishima Yukio (1925–1970). See
Mishima, “Shōsetsu to wa nani ka.” This essay later became part of a book of the
same title; see Mishima, Shōsetsu to wa nani ka.

34 Tōno, pp. 21–22.
35 From “Inki tsubo” 58-È, cited in Ishiuchi, “Tōno monogatari kenkyū shōshi,” p.

87.
36 Ironically, Yanagita had argued a few years earlier for the adoption of shaseibun in

academic writing, but his argument shows that bungo was still the norm when
writing essays (ronbun n�). “Conventionally, it has been said that if the language
used in critical essays were not bungo, it would be un-essay-like, or deprived of
strength, but this is a narrow point of view, entrapped in old ways.” Yanagita,
“Shasei to ronbun,” p. 31.

37 Dennis Washburn argues that Ōgai, who was critical of “self-centered narrative
forms,” saw Naturalist writers as taking a more primitive approach; relying for their
affective appeal simply “on the expectations of the reader,” they included what
seemed to be gossipy information about the author/protagonist’s private life.
Washburn, Translating Mount Fuji, p. 133.

38 Levy, Sirens of the Western Shore, p. 171.
39 Of course, many tales do give specific names. Apparently, leaving out names could

be not only a literary strategy, but also an attempt to protect the privacy of the
persons and families concerned. Ishii cites the case of tale 55, where Yanagita
removed a personal name at the very last minute before the book went to press.
Although a personal name appears in draft manuscripts, nothing appears in the final
book version but a series of circles (a common way of indicating censorship). Ishii,
Tōno monogatari no tanjō, pp. 236–239. See Tōno, p. 44.

40 Tōno, p. 71.
41 Tōno, “Preface,” p. 5.
42 There are other examples where the narrator details the relationship of the tale’s

protagonist to Sasaki. Tale 35 relates the experience of “Mr. Sasaki’s grandfather’s
younger brother,” and tale 69 begins: “In present-day Tsuchibuchi 3 Í�village,
there are two households called daidō ¥ î. The current head of the daidō in
Yamaguchi ⇥⇤ is called Ōhora Mannojō ¥ÎÏ⌧�. This person’s mother-in-law
is named Ohide Ú Q (, still healthy at over eighty. She is Mr. Sasaki’s
grandmother’s elder sister.” While this strategy is much more explicit than that used
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in Tale 22, it still reflects the narrator’s desire to give the reader a sense of
familiarity with the Tōno community. Tōno, pp. 30, 54.

43 Levy, Sirens of the Western Shore, p. 158.
44 Levy, Sirens of the Western Shore, p. 162.
45 This comparison is the immediate context in which Yanagita’s claim to report

reality appears. Tōno, “Preface,” p. 5.
46 Yoshimoto, “‘Tōno monogatari’ no imi,” p. 117.
47 McCullough, Bungo Manual, p. 15. By way of explanation, McCullough gives an

example from Taketori monogatari Ìä⇤⌅�(Tale of the Bamboo Cutter, early
Heian period), in which the -keri suffix is paired with the declaration, “Ima wa
mukashi.”

48 McCullough, Bungo Manual, p. 13.
49 Sasaki’s full letter is quoted in Ishii, Tōno monogatari no tanjō, pp. 257–260.
50 Most readers have not agreed that the decision to use bungo served the cause of

preserving the authenticity of the tales as told by the Tōno villagers. In his preface
to Ronald Morse’s translation, Richard Dorson echoes a common criticism as he
gently chides Yanagita: “Today folklorists recognize that oral style differs greatly
from literary style, and needs to be considered in terms of its own aesthetic, on the
basis of faithfully reproduced verbal texts.” Richard M. Dorson, “Foreword,” in
Yanagita, The Legends of Tōno, p. xi.

51 Yanagita later wrote that the story was a good example of ranging farther than one’s
immediate surroundings for material. Yanagita, “Katai-kun,” p. 400.

52 Tayama, The Quilt, pp. 97, 147.
53 Yanagita, “Kanri no yomu shōsetsu,” p. 30.
54 Yanagita, “Jijitsu no kyōmi,” p. 146.
55 Yanagita, The Legends of Tono, p. 69.
56 In tale 3, a man named Sasaki Kahe’e ⇧⌃⌥qr⌥�shoots a mysterious woman in

the mountains and takes some of her hair as a souvenir. On his way home Kahe’e
falls asleep, and in his dream a tall, otherworldly man retrieves the hair from his
breast pocket. When he wakes, it is actually gone. Tōno, p. 4.

57 Tōno, p. 22. The old woman returns a second time in the next story (tale 23). Both
tales suggest that the surviving relatives, all of whom witness her second return,
agree that the deceased’s “attachment” to the living world is only natural.

58 The gothic, an antirealist but psychological literary approach, would seem to
diverge in various regards from the unemotional and nonlinear narrative style
Yanagita adopted. The gothic seeks to subvert realism by artificially introducing the
supernatural to “modern” characters/subjects who have already ceased to believe in
it. The reader, too, is assumed to share the characters’ horror of the ghoulish
escapees from folklore (vampires, witches, etc.) who have been dislodged from
their original narrative context and sufficiently dehumanized to pose a threat to an
enlightened, scientific view of controllable nature. It tends, however, to use a
descriptive novelistic mode similar to that of realism, even if it employs overly
coincidental plots, dramatic settings, and so on.
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59 Fujii, Complicit Fictions, p. 245. James Fujii describes the role of a female kataribe

character in Origuchi Shinobu’s æ√ÿG�novel Shisha no sho Éò|��(Book of
the Dead, 1939), but his description describes equally well the narrator in Tales of

Tōno. As Fujii points out (p. 225), Origuchi’s Shisha no sho, like the work of his
mentor Yanagita, offers a “counternarrative” to the modern novel.

60 Tōno, “Preface,” p. 3.
61 Written renditions of local spoken dialect hardly appear, and he introduces the

characters, initially referring to them (including Sasaki) by name or identity (“a
certain hunter,” “a man,” etc.) even in the rare instances they are given a chance to
refer to themselves as jibun, as Matsunojō does in tale 97. Also, Ishii Masami ↵y
⌘z�points out that Sasaki is quite clearly never the teller of his own tales, even
those involving his relatives, who are identified as such. See Ishii, Tōno monogatari

no tanjō, p. 108.
62 Cockerill, Style and Narrative in Translations, p. 156. Cockerill discusses Ozaki

Kōyō’s work Ninin bikuni iro zange (Two Nuns’ Confession of Love, 1889),
pointing out that in most of the work, “The narrator’s presence is concealed by the
limited use of ‘-nari’” (157).

63 Ishii, who has made a close reading of the manuscripts relating to Tales of Tōno,
comments that in one of the draft versions, Yanagita noted cross-references between
tales, as well as further connections between Sasaki and some of the other Tōno
residents; ultimately, however, he purposely omitted these from the final draft. Ishii,
Tōno monogatari no tanjō, pp. 109–111.

64 Tōno, “Preface,” pp. 3, 4.
65 Tōno, p. 1.
66 Tōno, p. 3.
67 Tōno, p. 3.
68 Dodd, Writing Home, p. 82.
69 Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, pp. 92, 97.
70 “Inki tsubo,” cited in Ishiuchi, “Tōno monogatari kenkyū shōshi,” p. 87. I have used

Marilyn Ivy’s translation. See Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, p. 92.
71 “Tōno monogatari,” in Ishiuchi, “Tōno monogatari kenkyū shōshi,” p. 83.
72 “Tōno no kibun” �⇥|Ós, in Ishiuchi, “Tōno monogatari kenkyū shōshi,” p. 91.
73 Yanagita’s later efforts to classify folklore, often based on medieval texts,

eventually contributed to “the assimilation of a vast body of noncanonical genres,
particularly setsuwa [folk stories], otogizōshi [anonymous shorter prose narratives],
and other forms of folk literature, into the literary canon.” See Shirane, “Issues in
Canon Formation,” p. 17.

74 Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing, p. 97.
75 Harry Harootunian’s critique of Yanagita and other contemporary thinkers finds the

idea of the kyōdotai (communal body), which was adopted and employed by
militaristic factions from the 1930s onward, a conceptually slippery slope. “If they
failed to make available a ‘strong sense of imitation as mythical identification,’
which the state was bent on monopolizing … native ethnology [i.e. folk studies]
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managed, nevertheless, to produce a desire for the communal body and thus a wish
to repeat the past of the folk consciously.” Harootunian, Overcome by Modernity, p.
297.

76 The much-debated dedication to Tales of Tōno reads: “To those people in foreign
countries.” In the new preface to the expanded edition of 1935 Yanagita explained,
“At that time, many of my friends were in the West or about to depart. It was with
them in mind that I wrote the dedication.” He makes a nod to the other possible
interpretation of the dedication by noting, too, that “at least seventy-eight” copies of
the original 1910 edition of 350 were “in the possession of foreigners.” “Saihan
oboegaki” Ô›�, in Yanagita, Tōno monogatari: Zōhoban, p. 1.
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